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Everything with the topic 'The Creators Project' on VICE.

Adapt and Evolve What began as a more events-focused initiative, has become primarily a digital content
publisher and production house. For past Creators Remix Roundups, click here. This year Intel launched iQ in
nine European countries. We just couldn't keep these fresh new tunes to ourselves because, after all,
file-sharing is caring. As we focus on content that engages our audiences, particularly on social platforms like
Facebook, YouTube, and our digital magazine iQ, we can attribute higher levels of social engagement to a
higher brand affinity and brand perception. He lives in Toronto. Here are some of the things the company has
learned in its five-year experiment in creativity-focused content. When The Creators Project launched in , Intel
and Vice used a variety of media, including television, print, online, and mobile outlets to document the work
of more than Creators to date, hailing mostly from seven countries Brazil, China, France, Germany, South
Korea, United Kingdom, and United States. Intel in collaboration with Vice Media founded The Creators
Project to showcase innovative artists and enable them to realize new artwork. A good, if still pretty traditional
entertainment-as-promotional vehicle initiative. With offices in more than 30 countries, Vice was uniquely
positioned to draw from its relationship among the global art community and identify cutting-edge
interdisciplinary artists. It began as an event series spanning New York, London, Sao Paolo, Seoul and
Beijing, featuring curated art, installations, screenings, and dozens of performances by musicians and artists
from all over the world who utilized technology in their creative visions. Here are our top picks from the past
week. Five years on, the site and video content hub has showcased the work of over musicians, designers,
artists, innovators and moreâ€”from Daft Punk and Michel Gondry to Ai Weiwei and Pharrellâ€”and its
channel has more than million video views to date, with , dedicated YouTube subscribers. We wanted to help
them take their work to the next level. Turn subjects into collaborators With its new expansion, Vice Media
general manager Hosi Simon says that The Creators Project is set to reach 85 million people every month. The
hundreds of artists featured on the site are providing insights and inspiration on the confluence of art and
technology, but also, in some cases, actively advising, testing, and collaborating with Intel on its products.
Thankfully, Vice wanted to give everyone a front row seat to all of these incredible artists, and they had the
guts and talent to do just that. But we wanted to go beyond telling their stories. Now all digitalâ€”paid, owned,
and earnedâ€”is under one umbrella. Technology has revolutionized social interaction, giving individuals
unprecedented access to global distribution channels.


